Abstract Validity of the Young measure representation is useful in die study of microstructure of ordered solids. Such a Young measure, generated by a minimizing sequence of gradients converging weakly in U\ often needs to be evaluated on functions of p* power polynomial growth. We give a sufficient condition for this in terms of the variational principle. The principal result concerns lower semicontimiity of functionals integrated over arbitrary sets, THEOREM 1.2.
Our aim is to give a proof of the second result. THEOREM 1.1 will be a corollary of it. For this we adopt a technique of Acerbi and Fusco which has an important ingredient from a paper of F.-C. Liu [40] . The technique uses these facts from Acerbi and Fusco:
Then there is a subsequence kj for which We shall also make use of the well known fact that a Lipschitz function defined on a subset of R n may be extended to all of R n without increasing its Lipschitz constant.
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2
We regard u k and u as extended to functions in H^POR") with norms controlled by their H^Q) norms. Let e > 0.
Step 1 Step 2 Since cp(Vu) e L l (Q), we may find a, 0 < a < £, and X large enough that Consequently, by THEOREM 1.1, possibly for a subsequence which we do not relable,
We wish to remark that we used Mullens result to conclude that det Vu > 0 in £i a.e. We could also have used the biting convergence theorem of Zhang [51] for this purpose. The idea of THEOREM 4.1 is that the sequence (u k ) may arise as a minimizing sequence for some variational principle subject to (4.6). Additional information then follows from the theorem.
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Application to functionals with surface energies
We consider a simple situation where cooperative bulk and surface energies are minimized. 
Measure valued solutions of an evolution problem
Some of our methods may be employed to study measure valued solutions of evolution problems. A more extensive treatment is given by Slemrod [47]; here we wish to explain merely how such solutions may come about. For further developments we refer to Demoulini [17] . To fix the ideas, we consider a scalar case. Suppose that cpe (^(R To render this more precise, let us agree that v = (v x ,t )( M ) e ft x R + ls a Youn g measure solution of (6.2) provided that v is a family of probability measures and ue L~(R+;H*(Q)) with ^ € L 2 (Q x R+) which satisfy Step 2 Approximate solution Let Uo e H Q (£2) be given and h > 0. We define a sequence of Young measure solutions v^J and underlying functions u^ by setting and v^i* 1 the solution of (6.12) with w = u^J and are in possession of the energy densities its underlying function. We then (6.16) and the flux densities 
